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Tristen Winstead just found out that his
whole world is a lie.Tristen lives a normal
teenage life until one day, he finds himself
in the middle of 15th Century France.
What he discovers there will bring him to
the brink of his worst fears, forcing him to
overcome his own inadequacies to save the
life of important figures of the past. If he
cant save them, then the world as he knows
it will cease to exist. However, his
adventures put everyone he loves at risk,
including the one who holds his
heart.Tristen must face his destiny head on
if hes going to survive to return home, or
history will be changed forever.The Last
Seeker is the beginning of an adventure
that awakens our imagination from strange
tappings from the other side of the mirror,
traveling between the past and present,
high stakes treachery and talking to a high
school crush. Tristen isnt sure which one
is more life threatening. The Last Seeker is
the first book in a YA superhero series. If
you like romance, teen angst and time
traveling adventures, then youll love this
book. Buy The Last Seeker to start the
magic and intrigue today!THE LAST
SEEKER (Book 1)Even though Tristen
seems like your very average teenager,
deep down Tristen knows that theres
something different about him. Maybe
even something wrong about him.Tristen
has yet to discover that he has a magic so
ancient and rare that hes the last one, the
only one, to have it in this lifetime. Its a
power so astounding that, under the wrong
influence, the future of whole world could
be at risk.Only one thing can trigger this
ancient magic, and she just showed
up.THE SECRET HEEDER (Book 2) Now
that Tristen knows hes a Seeker, his
mission is clear: to stop the Tingui from
killing important people in the past.
However, everything else in his life isnt so
straightforward. His best friend is suddenly
acting mysterious and winning his true
loves heart isnt easy. When Tristen begins
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having strange dreams again, an old enemy
arises to threaten Tristen. Then Tristen and
his friends travel to Nineteenth Century
Maryland and theyre horrified to find that
theyve appeared in the middle a great race
war. There, Tristen is thrust into a world of
spies and intrigue to find the Tingui.
Everyone is a suspect and trusting the
wrong person could kill one of the greatest
Presidents thats ever lived. Tristen must
discover the Tinguis plans in a world
where one wrong move could get them all
killed. THE PROPHECY: A NOVELLA
(Book 3) Mr. Becker is an enigma. He
enters Tristens life like a hurricane,
bringing pain, chaos and confusion with
him. As Tristen learns how to deal with his
new life, Mr. Becker has a journey of his
own. Returning to Tibet, where he was
raised as an orphan, Mr. Becker must face
the facts: hes not sure what hes doing. All
thaumaturges have had others to instruct
them since youth, but the death of the last
thaumaturge left Mr. Becker with only the
wisdom of ancient scrolls and a wise Lama
to teach him the way. To Mr. Beckers
dismay, Tristens Seeker powers are
confusing, unpredictable and troubling.
Mr. Becker must unlock the secrets of the
new Seeker, all while facing the troubles of
his past.
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